THESIS SCHEMA
CONTEXT
CL y CSCL
- Collaboration enriches learning with
social and cognitive dimensions that
enhance students’ motivation and
verbal communication.
- CSCL and its benefits widely studied
at small and medium scale.
- Challenges at massive scale for
CSCL adoption.

Group Formation
- Largely studied al small scale
from multiple perspectives.
- Many Automatic support
systems for group formation at
small scale.
- Studies conclusions and
systems for small scale context
not directly suitable in MOOC.

MOOC
- New paradigm in education.
- Successful in democratizing
the access to knowledge.
- Criticized for their low
instructional quality and high
dropout rates.

Group Formation in MOOC context

- Scarcely studied from partial perspectives which do not provide a global view of the variety of
difficulties regarding the orchestration of group activities in MOOCs.
- Massiveness and Variability (scale: latecomers, dropouts; engagement level, learning pace)
hinder the management of collaborative groups.
- Need for an in-depth analysis from an holistic and dynamic perspective in order to gain insight into
the problem.

Research Question: How can teachers be supported in the management of groups in order
to introduce CL strategies in massive and variable scale learning contexts?
OBJECTIVES
To identify and classify the aspects and dimensions to consider in the management of collaborative
groups in massive and variable scale courses.

To support teachers in the design of group activities in MOOCs to introduce CL strategies in these
courses.

To provide technological support in the management (creation, monitoring, prediction, restructuring) of
groups in massive and variable scale contexts.
.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Set of design guidelines,
principles and patterns to
support the inclusion of group
activities in MOOCs.

Conceptual and
technological
framework to support
the management of
collaborative groups in
MOOC contexts.

Computational system for the
management of groups in
MOOCs.

EVALUATION
Codesign, with teachers and
instructional designers, of real
MOOC cases iteratively.

Evaluative experiment
with different groups of
experts.

Evaluative analysis over the
tools outcomes and
performance in real MOOC
cases iteratively.

